
 

* For weekend Masses, to ensure the continued health and safety of all, we MUST adhere to 

these rules or we cannot continue to offer public Masses. * 
 
 

 

For the safety of all parishioners, extraordinary ministers, and clergy, the following rules 

*MUST* be observed in order to resume and continue the celebration of Mass: 

 Anyone who is ill, symptomatic, or has been exposed to someone else with the 

coronavirus within 14 days cannot enter the church. 

 Those who are at risk because of an underlying health issue or who are over 60 are 

strongly encouraged, for their own health, to avoid the risk of attending public 

celebrations of the Mass. Archbishop Carlson has dispensed all of the faithful from the 

obligation of Sunday Mass until further notice. 

 Check your temperature at home before coming to Mass 

 EVERYONE attending Mass MUST wear a mask or other facial covering. The mask 

must cover your nose and mouth and remain in place throughout the Mass. Parents 

should determine when a child is old enough to attend Mass and abide by the safety 

guidelines, including the wearing of a mask. 

 Observe social distancing. **  
 

 

**Social Distancing Requirements: 

 maintain at least six-foot distancing from other individuals not in your household 

 wash hands with soap and water for at least twenty seconds as frequently as possible or 

using hand sanitizer with more than 60 percent alcohol 

 cover coughs and sneezes with something other than hands, and do not shake hands 
 

 

 When you arrive at church, please enter off the parking lot ONLY, and observe the six-

foot distance rule between your family and others while in the pews. 

 There will be no offertory procession, no sign of peace, and no passing of the collection 

basket. 

 The bathroom will be locked. 

 To facilitate proper social distancing, floor markings are placed six feet apart in the 

center aisle, in which the congregation approaches the sanctuary in a single-file line for 

Holy Communion. Hand sanitizer will be available as you approach the sanctuary and on 

the radiators near the side doors. 

 After you receive Communion, please leave by the side doors. Do not return to your 

pews. 

 Your pastor and others will not be able to greet you after Mass, and bulletins or other 

materials will not be distributed. No receptions or social gathering following Mass can be 

held. 

 We can have no more than 150 people in church. You will not be able to enter church 

after we reach this maximum number. 


